Sarcopenic obesity and complex interventions with nutrition and exercise in community-dwelling older persons – a narrative review
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Abstract: One of the many threats to independent life is the age-related loss of muscle mass and muscle function commonly referred to as sarcopenia. Another important health risk in old age leading to functional decline is obesity. Obesity prevalence in older persons is increasing, and like sarcopenia, severe obesity has been consistently associated with several negative health outcomes, disabilities, falls, and mobility limitations. Both sarcopenia and obesity pose a health risk for older persons per se, but in combination, they synergistically increase the risk for negative health outcomes and an earlier onset of disability. This combination of sarcopenia and obesity is commonly referred to as sarcopenic obesity. The present narrative review reports the current knowledge on the effects of complex interventions containing nutrition and exercise interventions in community-dwelling older persons with sarcopenic obesity. To date, several complex interventions with different outcomes have been conducted and have shown promise in counteracting either sarcopenia or obesity, but only a few studies have addressed the complex syndrome of sarcopenic obesity. Strong evidence exists on exercise interventions in sarcopenia, especially on strength training, and for obese older persons, strength exercise in combination with a dietary weight loss intervention demonstrated positive effects on muscle function and body fat. The differences in study protocols and target populations make it impossible at the moment to extract data for a meta-analysis or give state-of-the-art recommendations based on reliable evidence. A conclusion that can be drawn from this narrative review is that more exercise programs containing strength and aerobic exercise in combination with dietary interventions including a supervised weight loss program and/or protein supplements should be conducted in order to investigate possible positive effects on sarcopenic obesity.
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Introduction

Maintaining independence, quality of life, high function, and health is crucial for the older population, and with the ongoing demographic changes, it is also of utmost importance for all Western societies. It is thus essential for the sustenance of the public health care systems to evolve concepts and support strategies that increase older persons’ period of independent living.

One of the many threats to independent life is the age-related loss of muscle mass and muscle function referred to as sarcopenia.1-3 Sarcopenia can lead to functional impairments and mobility limitations, which are related to other geriatric syndromes such as propensity of falls and immobility,4,5 thus leading to disabilities in older persons.6-9

Another important health risk in old age leading to functional decline is obesity.10,11 Obesity prevalence is increasing in the older population, and like sarcopenia, obesity
(ie, a body mass index (BMI) >30 kg/m²) and severe obesity (ie, a BMI >35 kg/m²) have been consistently associated with several negative health outcomes, disabilities, falls, and mobility limitations.12-17 The effect of obesity on mortality by cardiovascular disease, however, is less relevant in older than in younger age groups,18 as obese older patients with cardiovascular disease have demonstrated better survival rates compared with nonobese older patients (the so-called “obesity paradox”).15,18-20 But even if mortality rates might be affected positively by obesity, the problem remains that its negative effects on function may lead to considerable disability during this extended lifetime.16,18,19,21,22

Both sarcopenia and obesity pose a health risk for older persons per se, but it has been shown that in combination they synergistically increase the risk of negative health outcomes and earlier onset of disability.6,11,21,24 This combination of sarcopenia and obesity is commonly referred to as sarcopenic obesity (SO).17 For example, Rolland et al11 found in a landmark study in an older female cohort an odds ratio (OR) of 1.47 for impaired function (climbing stairs) for women with sarcopenia compared with healthy peers, an OR of 1.79 for purely obese women, but an OR of 3.60 for sarcopenic obese women.

Depending on the definition used (see “Definitions” section), a prevalence of SO between 4% and 20% has been estimated in the general older population.23,25 New data from the third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES III) estimated the overall prevalence of sarcopenia as 35% in women and 75% in men, which increased with age.26 The prevalence of obesity based on percent fat mass was 61% and 54%, respectively. SO prevalence was even estimated as 18% in women and 43% in men, and also increasing with age.26

In view of the previously mentioned high risk of adverse health outcomes, it is important to address SO, and effective interventions are warranted. The present narrative review reports the current knowledge on the effects of complex interventions containing nutrition and exercise components in community-dwelling older persons with SO. In case of lack of evidence on SO, the current understanding for both single entities — sarcopenia and obesity — is presented separately. Furthermore, we will discuss future options to counteract SO with such nonpharmacological interventions.

Definitions
Research on SO began only recently with the growing insight that both sarcopenia and obesity seem to share common etiological pathways,17,27 but so far has been hampered by the lack of clear definitions and cutoff values for all three entities and the resulting considerable heterogeneity of population characteristics.17,24,28,29

Obesity
Obesity is the term for extensive body fat mass accumulation.30 Independent of age, the World Health Organization (WHO) defines obesity as BMI >30 kg/m², and central obesity as waist circumference >102 cm in men and >88 cm in women.30 It is currently under discussion whether use of percentage body fat mass or waist circumference (as surrogate parameter for visceral fat mass) would be more appropriate for defining obesity.12,20,22,31 However, although deemed necessary, so far no separate cutoff values for BMI, waist circumference, or percentage of body fat mass for classification of overweight and obesity have been defined for older adults.15,20

Sarcopenia
Earlier definitions of sarcopenia focused on the age-dependent loss of muscle mass alone,32 but updated definitions and consensus statements are now taking into account that the loss of age-related muscle mass is not in parallel with the rate of strength decline in older age.33 Therefore, the up-to-date consensus definition of sarcopenia is “loss of skeletal muscle mass and muscle function” exceeding the normal age-dependent development,13,34,35 although there are other approaches that remain based on the assessment of muscle mass alone.36 As there is also a plethora of different methods used to assess muscle mass (eg, dual energy X-ray absorptiometry or bioimpedance analysis)3,33,34 and varying approaches to analyze the results of such measurements (eg, “classic” bioimpedance analysis or bioimpedance vector analysis),36 not to mention the use of different cutoff values to define sarcopenia in different studies, to date poor consistency between the results from different studies is frequent. Muscle function may be determined by performance (eg, gait speed) and/or strength (eg, handgrip strength) measures,1,33,34 but also in this case, the diversity of methods and cutoff values employed impedes study comparability.

Sarcopenic obesity
SO is considered to be a combination of sarcopenia (decreased muscle mass and function) and obesity (excess body fat mass).17 However, considering the previously mentioned problems regarding criteria for obesity and sarcopenia alone, it is no surprise that a widely accepted specific definition of SO to date does not exist. Accordingly,
the prevalence of SO is reported to range from 4% to 84% in men and from 4% to 94% in women, depending on the current research definition employed.\textsuperscript{29} Many of the currently used definitions for SO focus on muscle mass alone, while only a few take into account functional criteria.\textsuperscript{24,28,36} Moreover, some studies employ terms like “(physically) frail obese elderly”\textsuperscript{32,31,37} and use different criteria for the definition of frailty not comparable to current criteria for sarcopenia. This adds further confusion to the already heterogeneous field of SO definitions and cutoff values, and contributes to the currently seen poor consistency of results.

**Physical activity, physical fitness, and exercise**

Caspersen et al\textsuperscript{38} have developed terminology for physical activity (PA) and exercise for different professions that has been endorsed by the WHO recommendations for PA.\textsuperscript{39} According to this recommendation, PA is defined as any bodily movement produced by skeletal muscles that results in energy expenditure, whereas exercise is a subset of PA that is planned, structured, repetitive and has the objective of improving or maintaining physical fitness. Physical fitness is defined as a set of attributes related either to health components or specific skills.\textsuperscript{38} Health-related physical fitness components are level of endurance, strength, flexibility, and body composition including body fat percentage and lean muscle mass. Exercise training (ET) for health and function in older persons consists of different components: strength (or resistance) and power training, aerobic exercise, flexibility and balance/gait training.\textsuperscript{40,41} Elements of strength/power training are volume (eg, number of repetitions), frequency (eg, number of training sessions per week), and intensity (percentage of one repetition maximum).\textsuperscript{42} Aerobic exercise is responsible for cardiovascular fitness and describes the ability to perform dynamic, moderate-to-vigorous exercise over a long period of time involving large muscle groups, as, eg, walking or cycling. Aerobic exercise depends primarily on oxygen consumption through aerobic metabolism.\textsuperscript{40} Flexibility is the ability to move with a wide range of motion through a joint, and balance and gait training is important for fall prevention and enhancing mobility.\textsuperscript{40}

**Nutritional intervention**

Nutrition is a broad term referring to food, its science, and to the whole process of selection, preparation, and ingestion of foods and the contained nutrients (chemical compounds with a potential function in the body) as well as their action and interactions in relation to health and disease (WHO e-Library eLENA, accessible at \url{www.who.int/elena}). In nutrition, diet generally refers to the sum and kinds of foods that are habitually consumed (from Greek diaita: “a way of life”). The word diet is sometimes also used for interventions aiming at a specific intake, reduction or avoidance of certain nutrients, mainly for health or weight management reasons. Most nutritional (or dietary) interventions are behavioral, ie, advice on a particular diet or on certain dietary changes is given with the aim of changing a subject’s dietary intake in a certain way. Supplementation of single nutrients or a nutrient combination in addition to the regular diet can be used complementarily or alternatively (WHO e-Library eLENA).

**Complex interventions**

The term “complex intervention” was recently updated by the Medical Research Council.\textsuperscript{43} Complex interventions include several interacting components, eg, the behavioral qualification of those providing the intervention, number of groups or organizational levels targeted by the intervention as well as number and variability of outcomes.\textsuperscript{43}

**Self-efficacy**

Self-efficacy is a person’s perception of her or his individual personal capacity within particular domains of activities.\textsuperscript{44}

**Pathways to sarcopenic obesity**

Several different mechanisms are thought to lead to SO. Although a unanimous view on the etiology of SO has not yet been established,\textsuperscript{24,28} several of the common age-related factors discussed as contributing to the development of sarcopenia and obesity are depicted in Figure 1, among them increase in inflammatory processes, increase of insulin resistance, and sex-specific decrease of hormones such as androgen and growth hormone.\textsuperscript{27,45,46} In addition, behavioral factors such as decline in PA and inappropriate food consumption can be important contributing factors.\textsuperscript{17,23,46–49} As Figure 1 illustrates, some factors are only related to sarcopenia or obesity alone, whereas other factors are common to both syndromes. Besides the congruent pathways, effective interventions should also address the stand-alone contributors for sarcopenia or obesity. This multitude of factors highlights the need for complex interventions to counteract SO in the most effective way.

**Role of physical activity and nutrition in the etiology and therapy of sarcopenic obesity**

Two lifestyle factors play a major role in the development of sarcopenia, obesity, and SO: PA and nutrition. Figure 2
illustrates the interaction of both on different factors contributing to SO.

**Physical activity**
Several studies have demonstrated reciprocal effects between decline in PA and the loss of muscle mass and muscle quality (either muscle function or strength).50–52 This leads to the loss of metabolically active tissue accompanied by a decline in energy expenditure.46 Weight gain and obesity occur as a result of the often consequent negative balance between PA and dietary intake. As the visceral fat depots produce proinflammatory adipokines, low-grade inflammation is characteristic for obesity. This has a catabolic effect on muscle mass,24,27,37,45 and thus, obese subjects are more susceptible to muscle wasting under energy restriction. Furthermore, with the aging process, lean muscle mass is changed into fatty muscle mass by an infiltration of fat into muscle.27 These internal changes again lead to changes in muscle function.29,37,53 Since women per se have lower muscle mass and lower muscle strength than men, and tend to have more body fat, they are at greater risk for developing sarcopenia and SO.29
Nutrition

Weight loss diets

To tackle the health problem SO, two seemingly contradictory approaches have to be taken at the same time: gaining (muscle) mass while losing (fat) mass. Therefore, the effects of any intervention on SO cannot be measured in change of body weight alone, but have to focus on changes in body composition and/or functional parameters.

In addition, “simple” interventions aiming at the management of body weight in older adults are controversial, because any weight loss, whether intentional or not, may have harmful effects by promoting sarcopenia, bone loss, nutritional deficiencies, and even excess mortality in older adults.12,15,20,34–57 It is estimated that approximately 25% of the weight loss achieved with short-term energy-restricted diets is loss of lean muscle mass.15,22,23,37,41,56,58 Moreover, research revealed that the prevalent weight regain after weight loss is predominantly a gain in fat mass and not in lean body mass, and thus repeated phases of loss and regain (also called “weight cycling”) might produce or exacerbate SO.24,56 Therefore, long-term maintenance of the reduced body fat mass and the preserved lean body mass is of utmost importance after any intervention.

An additional aspect in this context is the evidence from several meta-analyses that being overweight up to a BMI of 30 kg/m² or more may even protect older persons against mortality and morbidity, and that the harmful effects of obesity only increase at a BMI >30 kg/m² or more.15,16,20,54

The previously mentioned aspects imply that weight management in older persons has to be approached with great care and that interventions that work in younger adults should not simply be extrapolated to older populations with low muscle mass and frailty.20,57 This is especially the case for diets with very low-energy intake (<1,000 kcal/d), which are strongly discouraged in the older population.22,56 A moderate energy restriction of 200–750 kcal/d, targeted at a moderate weight loss of 0.5–1 kg/wk or 8%–10% of initial body weight after 6 months, while assuring a protein intake of at least 1 g/kg body weight (BW)/d and appropriate intake of micronutrients, is more advisable and seems to have the most beneficial long-term results in the general population, especially when combined with PA and/or exercise.22,56,59 Considering the danger implied by “weight cycling”, which might even cause sarcopenia or SO, concepts to support long-term maintenance of the reduced body fat mass including support for permanent dietary changes and PA need to be part of every intervention aimed at treating obesity in older persons.56

Protein and essential amino acids

The nutrients most consistently associated with sarcopenia and SO are proteins or (essential) amino acids (AAs),46,49,60,61 as muscle tissue consists mainly of protein and is the largest reservoir of AAs in the body. An association between inadequate protein intake and worse physical performance in older adults has been shown in epidemiological studies.46 The currently recommended dietary allowance for protein to meet the needs of adults is 0.8 g/kg BW/d;62 however, this recommendation is increasingly discussed as inadequate to maintain, or help regain, muscle mass in the older population.63–65 The AAs absorbed from dietary intake (especially essential AAs) have a stimulatory effect on muscle protein synthesis after feeding,46,61,63,64,66–68 and it has been shown that older persons need a higher protein intake to stimulate protein synthesis than younger ones (the so-called “anabolic resistance”, reviewed by many authors33,64,68–71). Recent guidelines and recommendations on nutrition in older persons64,68,72 thus recommend a daily protein intake of 0.8–1.5 g/kg BW/d for older persons to assure optimal muscle function with aging. For persons already diagnosed with sarcopenia, the protein intake recommendation is at least 1.5 g/kg BW/d, comprising up to 30% of total daily energy intake.53,73 Besides the importance of the overall amount of ingested protein, there is evidence that because of anabolic resistance, older individuals have a higher per-meal protein threshold (ie, 25–30 g of protein per meal), which has to be exceeded at every protein ingestion to promote anabolism.63,64,68,69

Another aspect of a high-protein diet that could provide a potential benefit in the context of SO is the supposedly greater satiating effect of proteins, which should facilitate compliance with a potentially necessary moderate energy-restriction diet.63 However, to what extent this applies to older obese patients, also in the context of the anorexia of aging, remains to be clarified.63 Given that a quantitatively adequate supply of protein is assured, increasingly more attention is dedicated to the ideal amount of single essential AA types.74 AA availability is controlled mainly by splanchnic tissues (mainly gut and liver), and in aging, an increased first-pass extraction effect by these tissues has been described, limiting the availability of certain AAs (mainly leucine and phenylalanine) for muscle protein synthesis.71,75 This increase of extraction is discussed to be even more pronounced in older persons with a higher BMI.76

Provision of essential AAs with a high proportion of leucine increased the muscle synthesis rate of older persons.77 Leucine has been shown to have a specific regulatory function in the signaling
pathway controlling muscle protein synthesis in rats, and has a high potency to release insulin. Insulin is a potent anabolic stimulus inhibiting proteolysis, promoting postprandial muscle anabolism and net muscle protein accumulation, and is required for the optimal anabolic stimulation by essential AAs. The sensitivity of the muscle to anabolic stimuli appears to decrease with aging not only for protein but also for hormones like insulin, which might contribute to the diminished capacity of essential AAs to stimulate anabolism in older adults. As insulin resistance increases further with increasing (over-) weight and the consequent increase in intramyocellular fat mass, obesity in older age may well contribute to attenuated muscle anabolism and thus to the development of (sarcopenic) obesity (reviewed in Kob et al27).

Currently under debate is whether the source of protein is also a relevant factor. In some studies, high-leucine containing and rapidly digested whey proteins showed an advantage over isolated casein and soy proteins. However, to date, evidence remains inconclusive.

Additionally, inactivity also seems to induce anabolic resistance in older adults, as shown by decreased response of muscle protein synthesis to protein ingestion and lowered leg muscle mass. Accordingly, the effects of protein supplementation on postprandial protein synthesis have been found to be greater when combined with exercise. Current strategies to overcome anabolic resistance in older persons thus include an adequate supply with leucine and other essential AAs in combination with exercise.

Vitamin D
Vitamin D is another nutrient that has been associated with reduced muscle mass and strength, gait impairments, decreased balance, and increased risk of falls when deficient. Vitamin D deficiency is reported to be a common problem in older persons. Reduced exposure to sunlight and the decreased capacity of older skin to produce vitamin D may add to dietary deficiencies. This results in vitamin D insufficiency, which can be defined by a 25-hydroxy(OH)-D level <75 nmol/L (=30 ng/L). In the NHANES study in the US, more than 30% of adults aged 70 years and older even had vitamin D levels below 50 nmol/L. Obesity is also reported to be associated with low vitamin D levels, and multiple cross-sectional studies in community-dwelling older adults have found a direct association between vitamin D status and parameters of physical performance, especially when 25-OH-D levels are less than 75 nmol/L.

Combination of essential amino acids, leucine, and vitamin D
Based on the previously mentioned scientific findings, the Society for Sarcopenia, Cachexia and Wasting Disease recommended for the management of sarcopenia a total protein intake of 1–1.5 g protein/kg BW/d, a leucine-rich balanced essential AA mix, and an adequate supply with vitamin D, stating that doses up to 50,000 IU/wk are regarded as safe.

Other nutritional supplements
Other nutritional supplements that have been tested in older adults are creatine, β-hydroxy-β-methylbutyrate (β-HMB), a leucine metabolite, the AA arginine and β-alanine, omega 3 fatty acids, and a number of antioxidant nutrients including carotenoids, selenium, vitamins E and C, and isoflavones (reviewed by many authors). Creatine is needed in the muscle to provide energy for muscle contraction. It is mainly synthesized in the human body from several AAs and can additionally be supplied by eating meat and seafood. Like the leucine derivative β-HMB, it has long been popular in athletics and bodybuilding to improve performance. For both substances, some smaller intervention studies in older adults suggest that a supplementation as addition to exercise may be beneficial for muscle mass and function, while others found no benefit. Overall, the number of studies is too small to draw any conclusions regarding relevant effects of these substances, and the same applies for the use of arginine, β-alanine, omega 3 fatty acids, or any antioxidants.

Current state-of-the-art of interventions in sarcopenic obesity
Recent statements and reviews on sarcopenia and obesity, but less in SO, have highlighted some possible approaches for effective nonpharmacological interventions through nutrition and exercise. In view of the current scarcity of evidence on interventions successful in counteracting SO, the following section will address the current state-of-the-art for each type of intervention (combined exercise and nutrition interventions, exercise interventions, nutritional interventions [weight management and/or with supplements]) in each single pathway: for SO (including the “frail obese” elderly) as well as for sarcopenia and obesity (focused on the older population) alone.

Sarcopenic obesity
To the best of our knowledge, there are no studies explicitly addressing older SO populations with combined exercise and nutritional interventions including specific weight loss targets.
Regarding obese and frail older adults, a group around Villareal et al46 could demonstrate positive effects of their complex intervention combining a weight loss diet and exercise on body weight and function (measured with the Physical Performance Test). Participants – community-dwelling obese (BMI ≥30 kg/m²) and mild-to-moderately frail adults ≥65 years – completed three 90-minute supervised ET sessions on 3 nonconsecutive days per week over 52 weeks. The exercise intervention consisted of strength and endurance exercises (~30 minutes each) and, to a lesser extent, of balance and flexibility exercises. In the nutritional intervention, a diet with an energy deficit of 500–750 kcal/d and a protein content of 1 g/kg BW/d was prescribed, and weight loss was targeted at 10% of the participant’s baseline body weight after 6 months’ intervention and an additional 6 months of weight maintenance. Best effects on function were found in the combined weight loss diet and exercise group when compared with a control group without intervention or with exercise alone or weight loss diet alone. Function increased by 21% from baseline in the combined group, whereas the weight loss diet only group increased by 12% and the exercise only group by 15% (control group 1% increase).

In the area of combined exercise and nutritional interventions with supplements or exercise alone/nutrition alone interventions, to our knowledge, also no research has been performed so far in SO populations.31,37

Sarcopenia

Combined exercise and nutritional interventions

Interventions with any weight loss targets are, of course, inappropriate for sarcopenic nonobese patients, but several reviews have summarized the evidence on complex interventions combining exercise and nutritional supplementation in older persons with sarcopenia.46,47,64,69,70,74,88,90–94

Protein and (essential) amino acids

Although the evidence is not conclusive, as study populations and designs so far have been very heterogeneous,46,47,88 the previously mentioned reviews largely point in the same direction: Regarding the exercise program, many reviews suggested that resistance training together with protein or AA supplementation (mainly in the form of whey or casein protein or mixed/individual AA) provides beneficial effects on muscle function and/or muscle size.47,70,88,90,94 Only scant evidence is available at the moment regarding the best timing of supplement intake (directly before or after exercise), the dosage of protein or AA supplements,49,74,94 and exercise load.

Another open question is the duration of the intervention and the best exact composition of nutritional supplements.59,74 A recent study by Tieland et al71 – although addressing frail older persons – demonstrated positive effects on lean muscle mass and strength in a combined intervention of strength training and protein supplementation (15 g protein twice per day) for 24 weeks.

Recently, a study by Daly et al83 evaluated a protein-rich diet (1.3 g/kg BW/d) high in lean meat in combination with resistance training in healthy older people, and found a significant increase in muscle mass and strength, implying that also dietary modifications including protein-dense foods might be a promising approach.

Exercise interventions

Exercise interventions with strength training

In the community-dwelling older population, a meta-analysis by Peterson et al82 verified that an average of 20.5 weeks of progressive resistance training increases lean body mass in men and women significantly by 1.1 kg. These findings are consistent with those of Liu et al96 namely, that resistance training has a positive effect on muscle function in older persons. In older persons with sarcopenia, progressive resistance training has demonstrated positive effects on muscle size, protein synthesis rate, neuromuscular function, insulin sensitivity, and inflammation.40,97 Nevertheless, the dose–response relationship is not yet clear, and the problem of how to transfer insights from interventions for sarcopenia to SO in older persons remains. Evidence evolves that muscle power training might have a more pronounced effect on muscle function than strength training.98,99 Reviews have summarized the effects of power training on independence in activities of daily living100 and on functional performance,98,101 and overall, more effect was found if high-velocity power training was included.

Exercise interventions with Whole-Body Vibration and Whole-Body Electromyostimulation

Although exercise may currently be the most effective tool available to manage sarcopenia in older age, enthusiasm for regular exercise is less prevalent in this vulnerable cohort.102 For these subjects, Whole-Body Vibration (WBV) or Whole-Body Electromyostimulation (WB-EMS) training may be an appealing alternative to conventional types of ET as a time-saving option for positively impacting body composition and functional capacity.103 While the effect of WBV on musculoskeletal parameters has been frequently addressed and may thus be considered as fairly evident,104,105...
the corresponding impact of WB-EMS is less investigated. Recent studies, however, determined good effects of this exercise technology on muscle mass, (abdominal) body fat, strength, power, and aerobic capacity in older persons at risk for sarcopenia, obesity, or both.106–109

Exercise interventions with aerobic exercise
According to a review by Pillard et al,79 another area for addressing sarcopenia could be aerobic exercise. Moderate aerobic exercise has been part of all recommendations for overall PA in older persons.87 Aerobic exercise would address the metabolic pathway in older persons with sarcopenia.27 Evidence on aerobic exercise targeting sarcopenia in older persons is just developing and will hopefully evolve in the upcoming years.

Complex exercise interventions
A recent review by Cruz-Jentoft et al88 of studies in mostly community-dwelling frail older persons reported that overall, most studies found an increase in muscle strength and physical performance by different combinations of exercise (aerobic, strength, flexibility and/or balance training), but less evidence of an increase in muscle mass.

Nutritional interventions
Again, interventions with weight loss targets are, of course, inappropriate, but some research has been performed in the area of “supplementation-only” interventions to attenuate sarcopenia.

Protein and (essential) amino acids
While epidemiologic studies have shown interesting correlations between the different levels of protein intake and functional outcomes, and thus protein and/or AA supplementation should have the potential to slow sarcopenic muscle loss, interventional studies using such supplements (mainly in the form of whey or casein protein or mixed/individual AA) up to now have only provided heterogeneous results.46,47,49,60,65,74,86,88,110 AA supplementation has been shown to increase lean mass and improve physical function in some studies;69,74 however, other trials have not been successful.46,47,49,60 On the one hand, supplementation of protein or AAs in addition to usual food intake have so far failed to show beneficial effects on strength and performance in malnourished seniors;111 while on the other hand, such effects have been found in a meta-analysis mainly including older patients with various diseases.112 Recently, Tieland et al113 reported that protein supplementation did improve physical performance in a frail community-dwelling population versus a control group even without additional exercise, but rather surprisingly, no corresponding improvement in muscle mass or muscle strength was found.

A recent review and meta-analysis by Komar et al110 analyzed the effects of leucine supplementation, and concluded that it was able to increase body weight and lean body mass in healthy older persons when compared with controls, and had even bigger effects in those with manifest sarcopenia. However, in these mainly short-term interventions (10 days to 6 months), the positive changes once again did not translate into an increase in strength parameters.

However, in the vulnerable population of frail sarcopenic older adults, it might well be that small gains, and even the stabilization of current functional status, should be regarded as a relevant therapeutic achievement from an individual and a public health perspective.69 For example, in a trial by Kim and Lee,114 frail older persons received energy–protein supplementation over 12 weeks, which reduced functional decline in this population compared with placebo controls. Here again, the approach with dietary modifications increasing protein intake from regular foods must be taken into consideration. In this area, Aléman-Mateo et al115 found that adding 210 g of protein-dense ricotta cheese daily to habitual diet in healthy older persons was able to increase muscle mass and preserve muscle strength compared with controls.

Vitamin D
Regarding the supplementation of vitamin D in order to attenuate sarcopenia, evidence remains inconclusive.33,49,85,86 From their systematic review, Annweiler et al116 concluded that evidence from studies mostly conducted in community-dwelling older women remained controversial due to the diverging results regarding balance, gait, muscle strength, and function.

Another recent meta-analysis found no effect of vitamin D supplementation in older adults with baseline 25-OH-D ≥25 nmol/L, whereas supplementation increased lower limb muscle strength in vitamin D-deficient (<25 nmol/L 25-OH-D) geriatric inpatients.117 Muir and Montero-Odasso118 concluded from their meta-analysis that studies with a daily dose of 800 IU or more vitamin D demonstrated beneficial effects on balance and muscle strength also in older adults with higher 25-OH-D levels, although the magnitude of the effects was small. To date, the huge variations in the characteristics of different study populations, the heterogeneous initial doses of vitamin D insufficiency, and doses of vitamin D tested preclude any reliable conclusions.49,85,86
Combination of essential amino acids, leucine, and vitamin D

Recently published results of an interventional randomized controlled trial in older persons with limited mobility showed that bidaily intake of a supplement providing 21 g protein, 10 g essential AAs, 3 g leucine, and 800 IU vitamin D for a period of 12 weeks could significantly improve muscle mass and the results of the chair-stand test. The study setting did not include any physical training modules. The primary endpoints of this trial (improved results in the Short Physical Performance Battery), however, were not met, indicating that functionality depends on more complex factors (like central nervous steering mechanism) which probably cannot be influenced to a sufficient extent by nutritional supplementation alone.

Obesity

Combined exercise and nutritional interventions

As already mentioned, energy-restricted diets without ET and possibly complementary dietary modifications (increase of protein intake, dietary counseling) are inadvisable, as they provoke loss of lean muscle mass. Several reviews that have analyzed the effects of combined weight loss diet and exercise interventions in obese older adults in the last years found that there is still a lack of studies specifically aimed at older adults, and, moreover, that current research is mainly focused on cardiovascular risks and not on functional aspects.

A systematic review by Weinheimer et al on the separate and combined effects of energy restriction and exercise on fat-free mass in middle-aged and older adults showed that the addition of exercise to energy restriction clearly attenuated the loss of fat-free mass, and was more effective for weight loss than exercise only. McTigue et al concluded that counseling-based interventions incorporating low-calorie diets in combination with moderate PA and exercise in the older obese led to modest (3–4 kg) but sustained weight loss that was sufficient to improve metabolic symptoms (ie, glucose control, elevated blood pressure). Witham and Avenell, in their systematic review and meta-analysis, reported that such combined interventions had modest effects on body weight that were greater than those of diet-only interventions. However, these changes in body weight did not translate into improvements in cardiovascular risk factors or in glycemic control.

A recent review by Miller et al dealt with the effects of exercise additional to energy restriction compared with energy restriction alone, including studies from all age groups. In the studies with older populations, additional exercise provided benefits regarding cardiovascular risk factors, lean mass preservation, and muscle strength compared with energy restriction alone. A review by Rejeski et al also provided information on this topic, although here most data are related to the specific target group of knee osteoarthritis patients. In these patients, a combination of intentional weight loss induced by energy restriction and aerobic/strength training had positive effects on various functional parameters as well as on self-reported self-efficacy.

The American College of Sports Medicine also clearly stated that independent of age, a combination of PA (preferably aerobic exercise) and energy restriction is the most appropriate approach to reduce obesity. The recommendation also states that there is a dose–response relationship between the amount of PA and weight loss or change in body composition. Approximately 150 minutes of aerobic exercise per week resulted in a modest weight loss of approximately 2–3 kg, whereas PA >225–420 min/wk resulted in 5–7 kg weight loss. PA is also an important factor in controlling and maintaining weight after weight loss. This recommendation was recently backed by a systematic review and meta-analysis on long-term (12–72 months) lifestyle programs for overweight and obese persons including 21 studies with altogether over 3,500 participants from all ages, which concluded that combined nutrition and exercise interventions resulted in a greater reduction of body weight and fat mass and bigger improvements in cardiovascular risk factors than interventions with only exercise or nutrition.

To the best of our knowledge, so far no studies have been performed combining exercise and nutritional interventions with supplements in obese older persons.

Exercise interventions

The influence of exercise or PA on body weight has been addressed in a recent review by Swift et al although in most studies they reviewed, the target population was obese or adipose adults of all ages, not just older persons. As an overall result, it was demonstrated that with a low overall volume of aerobic ET, no clinically significant weight loss would occur. Only high aerobic training volume produced clinically significant weight loss in the group as a whole, while on an individual level, the weight loss was very heterogeneous. Bocalini et al investigated a strength exercise intervention in normal weight, overweight, and obese older women. Comparing the control group (no exercise) to groups with exercising normal weight, overweight, and obese persons, respectively, only the obese group showed a significant increase in lean muscle mass. A limitation of this study is...
the small number of subjects in each group, ranging from 9 to 18 participants.

**Nutritional interventions**

Taking into account the risk of weight loss diets generating or exacerbating SO in older adults, as has been discussed earlier, it is no surprise that such intervention trials in older persons with obesity are rather rare. Some energy restriction-only interventions have shown positive effects for weight loss when compared with exercise alone groups or controls, and these effects had the same magnitude as the effects of combined weight loss diet and exercise interventions. However, the addition of exercise to energy restriction resulted in an attenuated loss of muscle mass, which is of utmost importance in older cohorts. A meta-analysis of Wycherley et al that compared higher protein (1–1.6 g/kg BW/d, 27%–35% of daily energy intake) with standard protein (0.5–0.9 g/kg/d, 16%–21% of daily energy intake) low-fat energy-restriction diets in 24 studies comprising all age groups concluded that the higher protein diets led to greater weight loss and fat loss than the standard protein diets, and the higher protein diets were also associated with greater lean mass retention during energy restriction.

Again, to our knowledge, no nutritional interventions with addition of supplements have been performed in older persons with obesity.1

**Discussion**

To date, several complex interventions with different outcomes have been conducted and have shown promising results in countering either sarcopenia or obesity, but only a few studies have addressed the complex syndrome of SO with the earlier discussed approaches (exercise, weight management, nutritional supplements), thus making it hard to give recommendations to counteract SO at this time. Table 1 summarizes the findings of this review and shows gaps in present knowledge.

Complex exercise interventions containing different elements (eg, strength, aerobic, flexibility, and balance) for older persons with SO are still rare. With regard to stand-alone single exercise-type interventions, up to now power training has not been conducted in this target group. Starting an intervention with a strength training protocol and moving on to power training during the training period might be an interesting way to address neuromuscular function.

For sarcopenia, the most robust evidence exists for strength training. For supplementation with protein or AA in sarcopenic patients, to date there are indicative results but not solid proof for beneficial effects.

For obese older persons, research has demonstrated only minor weight loss effects (up to 2 kg) with aerobic exercise only, whereas strength exercise in combination with a dietary weight loss intervention demonstrated positive effects on muscle function and a significant reduction of body fat.

Still, in older adults, weight management has to be approached with great care, and weight loss diets with very low-energy intake (<1,000 kcal/d) are strongly discouraged. Also, the treatment of SO with energy-restricted diets without the synergistic effects of ET and complementary dietary modifications (increase of protein intake, nutritional counseling) is inadvisable, as this might exacerbate loss of lean muscle mass in these patients and generally seems to be less effective than a combined approach. As already mentioned, moderate energy restriction of 500–750 kcal/d, targeted at a weight loss of 0.5–1 kg/wk or 8%–10% of initial body weight after 6 months, and even more moderate (starting from 200 kcal/d) for already sarcopenic obese older persons, while assuring a protein intake of at least 1 g/kg BW/d and appropriate intake of micronutrients is recommended. Yet, an additive effect of high protein intake on lean mass preservation during periods of energy restriction and training still remains to be clearly proven for older adults.

Generally, any weight loss diets should be considered only for clearly obese (at least BMI >30 kg/m², and some propose even a BMI >35 kg/m²) older persons presenting with risk factors for obesity-related adverse health effects and mobility limitations, where beneficial effects of a moderate reduction of body fat mass are expectable, as it is not yet clearly established that weight loss generally improves physical function. Moreover, in the context of the “obesity paradox”, where several meta-analyses indicate that being overweight up to a BMI of 30 kg/m² or even more may even protect older persons against mortality and morbidity and that the harmful effects of obesity only increase at a BMI >30 kg/m² or more, the necessity of weight loss treatments has to be thoroughly reflected for every individual. A thorough medical examination evaluating possible risks and benefits of the intervention and reviewing the medication for potentially weight-increasing drugs is thus always necessary before starting any weight reduction regimen. It is also of utmost importance to integrate long-term PA concepts for weight maintenance with preservation of lean mass in order to avoid the deleterious effects of weight cycling in these patients.
Furthermore, in previous studies, only combined interventions with a duration of longer than 3 months and being provided at least 2 days a week (or more) resulted in relevant improvement in physical function compared with weight loss diet or exercise alone.\textsuperscript{130,131}

For further development of the current state-of-the-art in SO treatment, more studies that specifically include only older subjects are needed. With regard to the most appropriate target group for effective interventions in SO and SO prevention, such complex interventions preferably should address older women, since women per se have lower muscle mass and lower muscle strength than men.\textsuperscript{17} Additionally, they are at greater risk for developing SO, as the rate of change of fat-free muscle mass to fat muscle mass that accompanies weight gain is more pronounced in women than in men.\textsuperscript{29} Moreover, at the moment, women represent the majority in the older

\begin{table}
\centering
\caption{Evidence on interventions in sarcopenic obesity}
\begin{tabular}{|p{9cm}|p{4cm}|p{2cm}|p{4cm}|p{4cm}|}
\hline
Type of intervention & Target & Sarcopenic obesity (or “frail”) & Sarcopenia & Obesity \\
\hline
Combined (exercise + nutrition) & Exercise + WLD & WLD type: energy restriction & + \textsuperscript{2,7,16,56} & Not appropriate & ++ \textsuperscript{31,121,122} \\
 & & & & & SR \textsuperscript{12,15,16,37,123,126} \\
 & Other WLD types & ??? & Not appropriate & + \textsuperscript{2} & R \textsuperscript{11} \\
 & Exercise + supplements & Supplements: protein or AAs & ??? & + \textsuperscript{2} & ??? \textsuperscript{SR} \textsuperscript{37,68,92} \\
 & & & & & R \textsuperscript{53,69,70,87,90,93} \\
 & & & & & S \textsuperscript{11} \\
 & Other supplements & ??? & ?? & ? & SR \textsuperscript{37,88} \\
 & & & & & R \textsuperscript{44,87} \\
Exercise only & Complex & + \textsuperscript{2} & + & + & R \textsuperscript{31,27} \textsuperscript{SR} \textsuperscript{80} \\
 & & & & & S \textsuperscript{29} \\
 & Single & Strength & +++ & ++ & R \textsuperscript{31,87} \\
 & & & & & S \textsuperscript{128} \\
 & & WB-EMS & ??? & + \textsuperscript{2} & ??? \textsuperscript{SR} \textsuperscript{102} \\
 & & & & & R \textsuperscript{116} \\
 & & Aerobic & ??? & + \textsuperscript{2} & R \textsuperscript{81,97} \\
 & Physical activity & ??? & ++ & + & R \textsuperscript{102} \textsuperscript{126} \\
Nutrition only & WLD + supplements & Energy restriction + protein or AA & ??? & Not appropriate & ? \textsuperscript{SR} \textsuperscript{41} \\
 & WLD & Energy restriction & + \textsuperscript{2} & Not appropriate & + \textsuperscript{SR} \textsuperscript{41} \\
 & & & & & R \textsuperscript{31,37} \\
 & & Other WLD type & ??? & Not appropriate & ? \textsuperscript{R} \textsuperscript{41} \\
 & Supplements & Protein or AA & ??? & + \textsuperscript{2} & ? \textsuperscript{SR} \textsuperscript{37,88,110} \\
 & & & & & R \textsuperscript{33,46,49,64,65,69,74,86,87} \\
 & & Vitamin D & ??? & + \textsuperscript{2} & ??? \textsuperscript{SR} \textsuperscript{116–118} \\
 & & & & & R \textsuperscript{33,46,49,85,86} \\
 & Other supplements & ??? & + \textsuperscript{2} & ? & R \textsuperscript{31} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\textbf{Notes}: ++, good evidence on effects; +, some evidence on effects; -, no effects; !, more evidence needed; ???, no evidence found.

\textbf{Abbreviations}: SR, systematic review; R, review; S, single study; WLD, weight loss diet; AA, amino acid; WB-EMS, whole-body electromyostimulation.
population, and from a demographic point of view, women live longer and suffer from a greater burden of disability.\textsuperscript{132}

The establishment of a reasonable and widely accepted definition of SO and clear cutoff values is an essential prerequisite for advancing research in this area, and the same applies for sarcopenia and obesity requiring treatment in older persons.

Future interventions should investigate the optimal amount of weight loss with respect to maintenance of lean muscle mass, while preferably always using body composition and functional parameters as outcome measures. The effectivity of any intervention for SO should then be judged according to its capability to lower fat mass while maintaining or increasing lean mass, and, most important, functionality.

There is a need to examine the effects of either strength, power, or a combination of both exercise modes, and the role of nutritional supplements should be investigated with regard to muscle quality and function.\textsuperscript{22,88,126,130} Also, adequate follow-up time is needed to be able to assess the long-term health consequences of such interventions.\textsuperscript{135} Additionally, the topic of adherence should be addressed, because no data are available on relapses or longitudinal compliance with implemented programs.

To the best of our knowledge, only little research has been conducted so far to investigate the motivational and cognitive aspects of older participants in a scientific intervention study. Also, “fear of falling” has never been thoroughly investigated in this cohort. Fear of falling can fuel a negative spiral by reducing PA in order to reduce the risk of falling, thus entering the circle described in Figure 2.\textsuperscript{134–136} Effective complex interventions will not reach the target SO population if they stay at home or reduce their daily PA due to fear of falling. Only Vincent et al.\textsuperscript{130} have recognized the symptom of fear of movement in obesity research, describing the negative influence of pain on the motivation for exercise but increasing avoidance of PA.

Another important aspect very rarely addressed so far in sarcopenia, obesity, or SO research is the influence of self-efficacy. An older person with either sarcopenia or obesity or SO might not be easily integrated into a group-based exercise program due to lack of self-efficacy. As research has demonstrated in behavioral change interventions, the aspect of self-efficacy is an important factor, very often deciding about compliance and adherence.\textsuperscript{137,138} Therefore, exercise programs should start at a lower intensity or with a less demanding protocol to motivate and secure older sarcopenic obese participants, thus increasing compliance and adherence.\textsuperscript{137,138} The WB-EMS technique could be such an innovative low-level approach to start an exercise program for this target group. Depending on gain in muscle function and quality, the participants can progress to other group-based exercise programs later on.

**Limitations**

The limitations of this narrative review stem from the general lack of high-quality studies with clearly defined study populations and outcomes, the differences in exercise and nutritional intervention modes and study duration, as well as different target populations and the inconsistencies of used terms and definitions, thus making it hard to compare the results of different studies.\textsuperscript{24} Furthermore, it is impossible to extract data for a meta-analysis or give state-of-the-art recommendations based on reliable evidence. So far, only deductive conclusions on the probably best proceeding can be drawn by the existing expertise from different studies.

**Conclusion**

In view of the high risk of adverse health outcomes, it is important to counteract SO, and effective interventions are needed. A widely accepted definition of SO and cutoff values for its diagnosis are an essential prerequisite for advancing research in this area. Solid evidence to recommend specific interventions has yet to be established. From what information is available at the moment, the most promising approach should be to conduct randomized controlled studies that contain exercise programs comprising strength and aerobic exercise in combination with dietary interventions that include a supervised moderate weight loss program and/or protein supplementation. However, whether there are clear positive effects on function and quality of life in sarcopenic obese older persons remains to be proven. Future research should also consider that in the vulnerable population of frail sarcopenic older adults, it might well be that any small gain, and even the stabilization of current functional status, can already be regarded as a relevant and clinically important achievement for the individual as well as from a public health perspective.
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